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INSTRUCTIONS

Clamp/Arm Assembly:
The threaded arm screws into the threaded holes in clamp.
The supplied nut stays on arm, in front of clamp
(see photos of clamping variations below)

SAFETY FIRST:
Lighted halogen lamp is HOT!
WARNING - To reduce the risk of FIRE,
ELECTRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY TO PERSONS:
1. Turn off/unplug and allow to cool 20 min.
before replacing the bulb.
2. Bulb gets HOT quickly! Contact only plug
when turning on.
3. Do not touch hot lens,
guard or enclosure.

Relamping:
Remove the shade by turning the 2 adjustable spoke
tips & nuts in to release from the 1 fixed spoke.(fig. 1)
Insert the bulb into socket with a quarter turn.
Replace shade by placing over the 1 fixed spoke
into rubber socket (fig. 2) first, then turn the adjustable
spokes out into rubber "sockets" (fig. 2)
Mounting:
The supplied clamp has several openings
for threading the arm into, use the opening that best
suits your appplication. When attaching to pipe
be sure serrated "V" is grabbing the pipe firmly,
2" max dia. Fix to a stable surface. Injury to persons
and damage to the lamp and/or mounting surface may
result if the lamp is pulled from the surface.

4. Do not remain in light if
skin feels warm.
5. Do not look directly at
ighted bulb.
6. Keep lamp away from
materials that may burn.
7. To TURN ON LIGHT plug into a grounded
120volt 60 hz. outlet or circuit protected plugging
strip .
8. These components are for indoor use only.
9. Mount only to mechanically sound surfaces.

Focusing the light:
The direction of the light should be adjusted
immediately after switching on as fixture becomes
hot quickly.
Restoring:
Allow lamp to cool for 5 minutes before replacing
into packaging.

Clamping Variations

fig. 1

fig. 2
wall mount

table mount
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This display light is designed for
use by exhibit professionals only.
Please take a moment to read ALL
of the following information...
This product is guaranteed for the
period of one year from date of
purchase against defects in
workmanship or materials.

pipe mount
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

